Cluster Highlights
Winter 2023

DISABILITY SERVICES CENTER

218 NEW STUDENTS

2,715 EXAMS PROCTORED

Ring Road Rides Program
1,534 RIDES PROVIDED

Provided CART (captioning) in
430 INDIVIDUAL CLASS SESSIONS

OFFICE OF CAMPUS SOCIAL WORK

254 NEW REFERRALS

453 CLIENTS

90.5% OF CLIENTS reported that they would recommend OCSW to other students in similar situations

CENTER FOR STUDENT WELLNESS & HEALTH PROMOTION

Peer Health Educators led body image focused tabling event and 2 workshops to promote body appreciation and reduce risk of eating disorders on campus

Nutrition and body image-related workshops
123 PARTICIPANTS

Dietitian-led training on "How to be a weight-inclusive health care provider" to UCI Master’s in Nursing students

STUDENT HEALTH CENTER

270 FLU SHOTS GIVEN

554 COVID VACCINES GIVEN

10,429 MEDICAL/DENTAL VISITS

20,132 PHARMACY AND LAB PRESCRIPTIONS filled and accessioned labs

CHILD CARE SERVICES

The Verano Preschool achieved its 5 year accreditation renewal through the National Association for the Education of Young Children

238,113 ARC VISITS

Mental Health Equity Funds Usage

56 FEE WAIVER APPLICATIONS RECEIVED

38 FEE WAIVERS GIVEN totaling $2,578.00

$2,578 TOTAL IN FEE WAVERS GIVEN

Outdoor Adventures

16 SOLD OUT PROGRAMS including all boating and adventure trips